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Abstract 

Clustering method is a widely used technique for discovering the structure of a statistical population. 
Classical clustering techniques have as result a partitioning of the elements of a considered set so that 
any element of the initial set belongs only to one cluster. The fuzzification of these techniques is their 
natural extension reflecting to a greater extent the reality that an element can belong to multiple clusters 
at the same time. This paper shows a classification of Romania’s counties depending on their 
demographic structure determined by age groups, by using fuzzy clustering techniques. 
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Introduction 

 
The study of Romania's demographic evolution is a very popular theme given that, by following 
the trend of the European Union (Eurostat Statistics Explained, 2016), Romania is affected by 
the aging of its population, a phenomenon exacerbated by the significant emigration of the 
active population after 1990 (Horvath, 2007).  By analysing its effects on the welfare and the 
sustainability and, generally, the economic impact generated by the demographic changes, the 
knowledge of the counties with similar demographic structures may contribute to the funding of 
uniform policy for combating and reducing these undesirable trends. In this paper we propose to 
classify Romania's counties according to the population structure in relation to the indicators 
that reflect the number of people in the county by age groups. Traditional clustering methods 
allow solving such problems thanks to exceptionally powerful algorithms developed over time, 
starting from the premise that an object can only belong to one cluster. A detailed overview of 
these can be found for example in (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 2009). On the other hand, 
this assumption, often contradicted in practice, which led to the development of fuzzy clustering 
techniques, made it possible to eliminate arbitrariness in the classification of objects with 
different membership degrees to considered clusters. These fuzzy techniques are particularly 
useful in modelling economic and social phenomena and particularly those demographics, 
where we frequently find some degree of uncertainty regarding the data used (Abbasov and 
Mamedova, 2003). The method we use in this paper allows a rigorously argued classification of 
Romania's counties based on fuzzy set theory.  
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Fuzzy Clustering Method 

Classical clustering methods aim to discover the basic structure of a set of  objects. 

	 , , ⋯ , , represented by  subsets	 , 2  called clusters which satisfy the 
following conditions:  
1. dissimilarity between objects of the same cluster is minimal and dissimilarity between 

objects in different clusters is maximal; 
2. the clusters	  have to form a partition, in the classical sense, of the set , that is to be 

disjoint ( ∩ ∅, for	 	and their union to be the set ,	(⋃ . 

If we take into account the fact that for a certain subset  of the set   the indicator function	  

is defined by	 1 if	 	and		 0 if	  , then, with the notation  , 
the condition 2 can be written as: 

1 if  	and	 0 if 	  for any  and any	 1,2,⋯ , . 

It is said that , , ⋯ ,  represents a c-partition, in the classical sense, of the set , 
known also as hard or crisp partition.  

The fuzzy approach (Zadeh, 1965) of the sets theory is based on the notion of membership (or 
characteristic) function, as a generalization of the indicator function present in the classical 
approach. Such a function is defined under the form : → 0,1   and reflects the fact that a 
certain element  of the set  has a certain membership degree  to the set	 , represented 
by a real value from the range 0,1 . 

An important step in the application of the fuzzy sets theory in cluster analysis is carried out by 
Ruspini (1969) who introduces the concept of fuzzy partition as a generalization of the classic 
partition considered above. In this way, a fuzzy c-partition of the set  is defined by 

, , ⋯ , , 

provided  that ∑ 1,  

where , and	  are the membership functions. 

There are several approaches to fuzzy clustering technique. The technique based on objective 
functions is one of the most commonly used (Yang, 1993). In this context we mention the fuzzy 
c-means clustering algorithm (FCM) defined by (Dunn, 1973) and generalized by (Bezdek, 
1981). In the following we briefly present this algorithm, which was used to achieve the 
objective of this paper: the classification of Romania’s counties according to their demographic 
structure determined by age groups.  

The FCM algorithm obtains, by using an iterative process, the minimizing of the following 
objective function:  

∑ ∑ , , 1, 

Where:  	 	is the fuzziness coefficient: the higher the value of		 	is, the higher the degree of 
overlap  of the clusters is, 

               the norm   measures the Euclidean distance between the point 	and	 , 
which is the center of the cluster . 
The steps of the used FCM algorithm are as follow (Chattopadhyay, S.,Pratihar, D.,K. and De 
Sarskar, 2011): 

1. 0 
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Choose the number of clusters , 2  

Choose the initial fuzzy partition	 , , 1 , 1 , such that 

, ∈ 0,1  and  ∑ , 1, 1  

Choose 0, a small value, used as a criterion for stopping the iteration. 

2. Set  1 

Compute fuzzy cluster centres	 	as a weighted average of the values , the weights 
values being the membership functions  raised to the power of  

             
∑ ,

∑ ,
 

3. Compute a new matrix of the membership functions  , , 1 , 1

, as follow: 

If  then 

               				 , 1,	if  and , 0, if  

Otherwise 

  ,

∑

 

4. Compute the objective function  

5. If  then STOP, otherwise go to step 2. 

The Indicators Used - Definition and Values 

The five indicators used for the classification of the counties are:  
o I1- the number of the persons  in the county who are between 0 and 19 years old  
o I2-the number of the persons  in the county who are between 20 and 39 years old  
o I3-the number of the persons  in the county who are between 40 and 59 years old 
o I4-the number of the persons  in the county who are between 60 and 79 years old  
o I5-the number of the persons  in the county who are over 80 years old 

In Table 1 are presented the values of these indicators at 1st January, 2016, for each county. 
These values are obtained from the processing of Tempo-Online database of the National 
Institute of Statistics of Romania (Institute of Statistics, 2017).  
 

Table 1. Romania’s counties population by age groups at 1.01.2016 

Crt. No. ISO Code I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 
1 AB 68189 80958 97563 71843 14897 
2 AR 87042 111587 121586 86934 16898 
3 AG 116509 152251 178857 123342 24835 
4 BC 143890 144620 165293 121074 25544 
5 BH 122969 157491 158896 109163 20405 
6 BN 68211 72122 78690 53088 10410 
7 BT 97547 94948 105923 76154 20277 
8 BR 58839 69538 90106 68822 16317 
9 BV 114375 154045 151353 110230 20781 

10 BZ 88785 97939 124592 95146 24576 
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Table 1 (cont.) 

11 CL 66635 70654 82224 61341 14642 
12 CS 40591 68555 83047 63209 11250 
13 CJ 125927 227668 184126 135940 27697 
14 CT 144821 186841 194655 132036 22856 
15 CV 35565 54652 56834 39977 7439 
16 DB 106130 136207 142861 371162 21373 
17 DJ 126209 170567 141580 134874 27923 
18 GL 110893 94176 150656 87727 21204 
19 GR 41490 69117 74607 58511 14601 
20 GJ 67316 83530 101665 62111 12928 
21 HR 51071 83546 83637 49713 11778 
22 HD 76145 66063 125868 89359 16036 
23 IL 61290 61483 75096 54125 12581 
24 IS 191132 237189 197393 133291 29542 
25 IF 98212 139943 123298 68938 13835 
26 MM 103325 128024 132744 89226 15087 
27 MH 50918 59585 75921 55091 11196 
28 MS 89969 142306 149798 108043 22832 
29 NT 103742 103743 125772 99283 23082 
30 OT 81343 97159 121780 93028 19202 
31 PH 144533 184517 219598 156377 35431 
32 SJ 49400 51526 61532 45822 9086 
33 SM 76963 92272 97085 62215 9667 
34 SB 66365 113505 109570 75341 13870 
35 SV 159864 159260 166852 115039 28483 
36 TR 67232 74533 97720 93249 22521 
37 TM 129191 229426 190209 125435 22352 
38 TL 43751 47211 60080 44264 7891 
39 VL 70215 82278 105287 80905 21170 
40 VS 101705 87405 82409 75487 17998 
41 VR 344862 77329 90578 69987 39168 

Source: Processing made by the author using data from (Institute of Statistics, 2017) 

Using FCM Algorithm 

In our case, the set	  is made up of the vectors	 	 , , , , , , , , , ,,	 where	 ,  is the 
value of the indicator  from the table 1, 1 41, 1 5.  

In order to obtain the fuzzy clusters the function cmeans was used. It is a function of the 
software package e1071 from R (R Core Team, 2017), which implements the FCM algorithm, 
described in the preceding paragraph The fuzziness coefficient is 2 and the norm used as a 
measure of the similarity is the Euclidean norm. In determining the optimal number of clusters 
, it is particularly useful to analyse the validation indicators of the proposed structure, 

computed for a reasonable number of clusters. In this sense, the values of the indicators Xie and 
Beni (XB) Partition Coefficient (PC) Partition Entropy (PE) and Fuzzy Silhouette (FS) were 
calculated, for a number of clusters between 2 and 10 (see table 2). A short presentation of these 
indicators can be found in (Kim, Lee and Lee, 2004), 
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Table 2. Values of 4 indicators used for the validation of the structure 

 XB PC PE FS 
2 0 0.83 0.29 0.49 
3 0.01 0.7  0.53 0.35 
4 0.01 0.66  0.65  0.34 
5 0.01 0.67  0.65  0.27 
6 0.01 0.61  0.79  0.18 
7 0.02 0.53  1.00 0.21 
8 0.01 0.56  0.93  0.18 
9 0.02 0.49  1.16  0.23 
10 0.02 0.51 1.1 0.24 

Source: made by the author with results obtained from R 

The optimal values are chosen as following: we take the minimal value for the indicators XB 
and PE and the maximal value for PC and FS. We observe that by choosing 2 all the values 
of the considered indicators are optimal. In addition, in the image from figure 1 (left) (created 
with the help of the function VCV2 from R , the two clusters are represented by two cells with 
very dark shades. This is a finding that strengthens our belief that the choice of the number of 
clusters 2  is correct, because a very dark shade reflects a powerful intensity of the 
similarity of the cluster objects represented by that cell, while a very bright cell illustrates a 
weak similarity.  

 
Fig. 1. Left: The graphical representation of the intensity of the similarity between the objects from the 
two clusters. Right: The graphical representation of the membership functions values related to the two 

clusters 

Source: made by the author using the functions VCV2 and corrplot from R 
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Results and Discussions 

The final matrix  of the membership functions for the 41 counties is presented in table 3 and 
its graphical representation is shown in Figure 1 (right). 

Table 3. Values of the membership functions of each county to the clusters C1 and C2 

County 
code ,  ,  County 

code ,  ,  County 
code ,  ,  County 

code ,  ,  

AB 0.00 1.00 CS 0.04 0.96 IL 0.97 0.03 SB 0.92 0.08
AR 0.17 0.83 CJ 0.91 0.09 IS 0.13 0.87 SV 0.04 0.96 
AG 0.95 0.05 CT 0.97 0.03 IF 0.63 0.37 TR 0.97 0.03 
BC 0.95 0.05 CV 0.09 0.91 MM 0.55 0.45 TM 0.10 0.90 
BH 0.93 0.07 DB 0.61 0.39 MH 0.96 0.04 TL 0.92 0.08 
BN 0.02 0.98 DJ 0.95 0.05 MS 0.32 0.68 VL 0.99 0.01 
BT 0.07 0.93 GL 0.37 0.63 NT 0.72 0.28 VS 0.94 0.06 
BR 0.01 0.99 GR 0.05 0.95 OT 0.89 0.11 VR  0.45 0.55 
BV 0.88 0.12 GJ 0.01 0.99 PH 0.08 0.92    
BZ 0.16 0.84 HR 0.97 0.03 SJ 0.93 0.07    
CL 0.01 0.99 HD 0.92 0.08 SM 0.99 0.01    

Source: Made by the author with results obtained from R 

Each county	 , 1,2,⋯ 41 was assigned to the cluster for which the value of the membership 
function , 	 1,2 is maximal. The two hard clusters obtained are graphically represented in 
figure 2 and they have the following composition:   

The cluster C1 (27 counties): AB, AR, BN, BT, BR; BZ; CL; CS; CV, GL, GR, HR;HD, 
IL,IF,MM, MH, MS, NT, OT, SJ, SM, SB, TR, TL, VL, VS 

The cluster C2 (14 counties): AG,BC,BH,BV,CJ,CT,DB,DJ,IS,MS,PH,SV,TM,VR 

 
Fig. 2. The graphical representation of the obtained clusters 

Source: made by the author using functions from R 
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Each county is modelled as a point 	 , , , , , , , , , ,,		 where ,  is the value of the 
indicator Ij from table 1, 1 41, 1 5. Figure 2 is a representation of these points and 
of the obtained clusters using the first two principal components. Because the two principal 
components jointly explain 85% of the total variation we appreciate that this representation is 
acceptable. 

The image of the cluster C1 which includes 27 counties (almost the double of the number of 
counties from the cluster C2, which includes 14 counties) reflects the homogeneity of this 
cluster, otherwise expressed also numerically through the values of the standard deviations of 
the indicators I1,I2, I3, I4, I5, from table 4. By contrast, the cluster C2 appears to be less 
homogenous, the dominant contribution in this sense belonging to Vrancea and Dâmboviţa 
counties. 

By analysing the means of the five  indicators for each cluster we can observe lower values for 
cluster C1 than for cluster C2 for each indicator; this means that in cluster C1 are concentrated 
counties with a lower population in average that the mean population of the counties from 
cluster  C2 for all age groups. 

Table 4. The means values and standard deviations of the indicators I1, I2 ,I3, I4 ,I5 

 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 
Media  C1 72423.44 85734.37 99756.48 72105.22 15568.26 
Media  C2 147170.1 168551.20 166574.90 138999.50 26373.0 
Std Dev. C1 21942.331 25467.140 26476.425 18696.822 4975.177 
Std Dev. C2 61999.106 42804.657 31748.576 69654.297 5549.956 

Source: made by the author using results obtained in R. 

Moreover, in order to be clear, by noting with Iij the indicator Ii related to the cluster j, for
1,2,3,4,5 and 1,2, in Figure 3 we represented the boxplots of these indicators which allow 
us to make the following observations:  
o The medians values of the analysed indicators for the cluster C2 are higher than the 

medians values of the same indicators for the cluster C1; 
o For four of the five indicators relating to the values of the cluster C2 , namely I12, I22, I42 

and I52 extreme values are present (marked by empty circles) which are suspected to be 
outliers, while for the cluster C1 we barely have only one situation of this kind (the 
indicator I21); 

o For each indicator more than 50% of the counties of the cluster C2 have higher values than 
50% of the counties of the cluster C1. 
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Fig. 3. Boxplots of the indicators I11, I12, I21, I22, I31, I32, I41, I42, I51, I52 reflecting the distribution 
of the number of persons for the counties belonging to the cluster C1 (red colour) and C2 (blue colour), 

for each age group 
Source: obtained by the author using functions from R. 

Conclusions 

In this paper we performed the classification of the Romania's counties depending on the 
distribution of the number of persons by age groups. Given that the data for the demographic 
indicators can be affected by a certain degree of uncertainty, the fuzzy clustering technique was 
used in order to achieve our objective. The result consists in identifying the clusters C1 and C2 
which contain respectively 66% and 34% of the Romania's counties. The structure obtained is 
validated both numerically and graphically.  

The study revealed that, in terms of considered demographic structure Romania's counties can 
be divided into two categories:  
o The first and largest category (nearly two thirds of Romania’s counties), quite 

homogeneous and with an average number of people relatively "small" for all age groups;  
o The second, much less numerous (just over one third of Romania’s counties), less 

homogeneous than the first, but with an average number of people relatively "high" for all 
age groups. 
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